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69182

2013 Chateau Pontet Canet Pauillac (Futures)

REG. PRICE SALE PRICE
$95.00

DISCOUNT %

N/A

N/A

"This wine is very true to the vintage. It has an attractive fragrance and great fruit purity, along with touches of wood and black currant. It is a
fine wine, while showing the lightness of the year." - Reviewed by: The Wine Enthusiast - 93 to 95pts

43945

2011 Chateau Lafite Rothschild Pauillac (Futures)

$655.00

N/A

N/A

Limit 6 bottles per customer"Exhibiting a deep ruby/purple color, lots of crushed rock, red and black currant, forest floor and underbrush
characteristics, moderate tannin and medium body, it is built somewhat along the lines of the 1999 and 2001. It should be a 20- to 25-year
wine, but it is not at the level of the 2008, 2009 and 2010. Fresh acids give the wine a somewhat more clipped feeling than most great Lafites
have exhibited. Nevertheless, there is a lot of freshness and vibrancy to this vintage."-Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 90
to 93pts

54980

2012 Chateau Les Carmes Haut Brion Pessac Leognan (Futures)

$47.50

N/A

N/A

"Juicy and direct, with solid plum, raspberry and bitter cherry notes pushed by woodspice, singed alder and charcoal. Nice range, and with a
pleasantly chewy, grippy feel." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 90 to 93pts

56028

2012 Chateau l'Eglise Clinet Pomerol (Futures)

$195.00

N/A

N/A

"Along with Petrus, the 2012 l’Eglise Clinet is the potential wine of the vintage. An amazing tour de force in winemaking, the wine’s
inky/purple color is accompanied by copious notes of spring flowers, creme de cassis, kirsch liqueur, truffles, caramels and graphite.
Full-bodied with enormous concentration, the purity, exquisite balance and sheer gravitas and palate presence of this massive yet
phenomenally compelling Pomerol are something to behold. Kudos to l’Eglise Clinet. This wine will be approachable in 4-5 years, and last
for three decades or more." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 96 to 100pts

45195

2011 Chateau Ausone Saint Emilion (Futures)

$750.00

N/A

N/A

"Not surprisingly, Alain Vauthier’s 2011 Ausone is one of the greatest wines he has produced. I know this sounds impossible, but it is the
reason why I spend so much time tasting and reflecting on what is in front of me. The 2011 could turn out to be better than his 2009 –
sacre bleu! Probably the wine of the vintage, the 2011 exhibits a murky, inky, blue/purple color as well as an extraordinary nose of creme de
cassis, plum sauce, crushed rocks (primarily chalk), acacia flowers and hints of graphite, truffles and damp forest floor. The riveting aromatics
are followed by a wine that does not let the taster down in the mouth. Full-bodied with extraordinary purity, oozing richness and
well-integrated velvety tannins, acidity, oak and alcohol, this is another superb achievement by Vauthier from this phenomenal site on the
decomposed limestone hillsides of St.-Emilion. Possibly the longest-lived wine of the vintage, it should evolve for 30-40 years. Since few of
us can afford Ausone (or even find it, assuming we have the discretionary income necessary to purchase it), readers should seek out the
second wine, which usually represents one-third of the entire production."-Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 96 to 100pts

55997

2012 Chateau Ausone Saint Emilion (Futures)

$550.00

N/A

N/A

"The 2012 Ausone is another prodigious effort that should turn out to be one of the longest-lived wines of the vintage. It boasts a dense
purple color along with abundant notes of mulberries, black currants, blueberries and a hint of raspberries interwoven with spring flower and
crushed chalk-like characteristics presented in a full-bodied yet ethereal, stylish, racy, noble manner. This is a high class, aristocratic, nearly
perfect wine to cellar for a decade and then watch it unfold over the following 40-50 years." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine
Advocate - 95 to 97pts

55208

2012 Chateau Troplong Mondot Saint Emilion (Futures)

$83.50

N/A

N/A

"One of the superstars of the vintage, it boasts an inky/purple color as well as abundant notes of blueberry liqueur, graphite, truffles, acacia
flowers and subtle toast. Full-bodied, opulent and already easy to drink, this large-scaled wine possesses high levels of tannin, but they are
relatively well-concealed by the extravagant fruit, glycerin, texture and density of this compelling Troplong Mondot. This impressive wine may
shut down after bottling and require 4-5 years of cellaring. It has the potential to last at least 15-20 years. Bravo!" -Robert Parker - Reviewed
by: The Wine Advocate - 94 to 96pts

54862

2012 Chateau Mouton Rothschild Pauillac (Futures)

$355.00

N/A

"The intensely ripe Cabernet Sauvignon grown on the plateau at Mouton has produced an inky/purple-colored wine with the famous Mouton
creme de cassis and floral characteristics vividly displayed. For the first time in a number of years they appear to have outdistanced their
cross street rival, the biodynamically farmed Chateau Pontet Canet of Alfred Tesseron. Wonderfully sweet tannins envelop the enormous fruit
and extravagant richness of this full-bodied Mouton Rothschild. With profound density as well as surprisingly sweet tannin, this terrific effort
will probably shut down slightly and require 5-8 years of cellaring after bottling. It appears to have 30 or more years of aging potential, making
it potentially one of the 3 or 4 longest-lived wines of the vintage."-Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 95 to 97pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated
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55730

2012 Chateau Pavie Macquin Saint Emilion (Futures)

REG. PRICE

SALE PRICE

DISCOUNT %

$54.75

N/A

N/A

"Delightfully fresh and pure, with beautifully expressive aromas of blueberry, raspberry, plum and boysenberry fruit. This tames the grippy,
taut side of the vintage, delivering sleek, silky tannins and a long, spice-infused finish. Offers lovely length and precision." - Reviewed by:
Wine Spectator - 93 to 96pts

55994

2012 Chateau Beausejour Duffau Saint Emilion (Futures)

$75.00

N/A

N/A

"The 2012 exhibits a black/purple color along with a striking nose of incense, spring flowers, blueberries, blackberries and hints of mulberries
and crushed chalk. The sumptuous aromatics are followed by a full-bodied, super-concentrated, rich, layered wine that builds incrementally
across the palate, finishing with an explosion of fruit, spice, tannin, glycerin and minerality." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine
Advocate - 93 to 95pts

55335

2012 Chateau Haut Brion Pessac Leognan (Futures)

$350.00

N/A

N/A

"Plush for the vintage, with a lovely, caressing feel and lots of steeped plum, anise and blackberry fruit. Displays a lacing of tar through the
finish, revealing a graceful tug of earth."Reviewed by: Wine Spectator, 93 to 96 pts"One of the stars of the vintage, it is a complete, medium
to full-bodied, soft, round, atypically accessible effort displaying lots of minerality along with red and black fruits, exceptional fragrance and
purity, a fleshy mid-palate and a long finish. A remarkable fact in both these wines is that the alcohol levels in 2012 hit 14.8%, which nearly
equals the record levels achieved in 2010 – that’s astonishing! This 2012 should drink well 3-4 years after bottling, and last for 20-25
years." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 93 to 95pts

44785

2011 Chateau Margaux (Futures)

$500.00

N/A

N/A

"This is succulent, with an almost jammy cassis, plum and black currant profile, though that's quickly harnessed by riveting acidity on the
finish, which lets additional floral, bay leaf, tobacco and perfume notes play out. There's very impressive range here already. Tasted
non-blind." -Wine Spectator, 93 to 96 pts. "Administrator Paul Pontallier is nearly embarrassed to explain the amazing success of the 2011
Chateau Margaux, a candidate for wine of the vintage. With the harvest occurring between September 5-20, it was the smallest crop in over
twenty years as yields were cut significantly by the drought. The berries were tiny. Moreover, analytically, the 2011 has a higher level of
concentration as well as tannins than the 2009. A blend of 86% Cabernet Sauvignon, 10% Merlot and the rest Petit Verdot and Cabernet
Franc, only 38% of the harvest made it into the grand vin. The wine offers an inky/purple color, barely noticeable sweet tannin, and a
beautiful nose of creme de cassis, spring flowers and lead pencil shavings backed up by fresh acids and good overall structure. This medium
to full-bodied effort possesses tremendous personality and character. It rivals what they achieved in both 2010 and 2009, which is virtually
impossible to contemplate given the quality of those two vintages." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 94 to 96pts

55732

2012 Chateau Croix de Labrie Saint Emilion (Futures)

$47.50

N/A

N/A

"If you want to impress a friend with a pure, hedonistic St.-Emilion that also offers an intellectual challenge, the 2012 Croix de Labrie, a
St.-Emilion fruit bomb, is the wine for you. Unfortunately, the 250-case production means this cuvee is limited in availability. Aromas of
incense, Christmas fruitcake, Asian plum sauce, blackberries, licorice and truffles soar from the glass of this dense plum/purple-colored wine.
Opulent, voluptuously textured and medium to full-bodied with no hard edges to be found, it will drink well for a decade after bottling." -Robert
Paker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 93 to 95pts

55995

2012 Chateau Larcis Ducasse Saint Emilion (Futures)

$52.00

N/A

N/A

"The 2012 exhibits notes of licorice, truffles, lead pencil shavings, barbecued meats, blackberries, black raspberries and a hint of espresso
roast. Sweet new oak notes are apparent in the back of the wine, but its abundant fruit, full-bodied mouthfeel, and multidimensional texture
as well as length, make for an impressive showing. This wine will need 3-4 years of cellaring and should keep for 20 years or more. Bravo! If
you haven’t yet jumped on the Larcis Ducasse bandwagon, it’s time to do so." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 93
to 95pts

55766

2012 Domaine de Chevalier Blanc Pessac Leognan (Futures)

$89.50

N/A

N/A

"A gorgeous effort, the 2012 Domaine de Chevalier, made from a blend of 70% Sauvignon Blanc and 30% Semillon that reached 13.5%
natural alcohol, boasts abundant notes of creme brulee, lemon custard, candle wax and oranges in its beautifully rich, honeyed personality.
Great acidity gives laser-like precision to its component parts. Drink this full-bodied white wine over the next 2-3 decades." -Robert Parker Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 93 to 95pts

55996

2012 Chateau Gracia Saint Emilion (Futures)

$99.50

N/A

"One of the superstars of the vintage — again — it boasts an opaque purple color as well as an incredibly floral nose interwoven with
crushed chalk, blueberry liqueur, black currants, licorice and graphite. Full-bodied and stunningly rich (yields were 22 hectoliters per hectare)
with lots of glycerin and texture, this beautiful wine should keep for 15-20 years." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 93 to
95pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated
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56031

2012 Chateau Leoville Las Cases Saint Julien (Futures)

REG. PRICE

SALE PRICE

DISCOUNT %

$130.00

N/A

N/A

"Displays a solid core of plum, blackberry and cassis, lined with roasted apple wood and backed by a hint of ganache and briar. Shows
excellent integration overall, with a serious iron note buried on the finish. A rock-solid version for this vintage."Reviewed by: Wine Spectator 93 to 96 pts "The seriously endowed 2012 Las Cases exhibits a dense purple color as well as surprisingly sweet tannin and a forwardness
that one does not normally find at this address. Medium to full-bodied with beautiful black currant, graphite, crushed rock and subtle oaky
notes, it possesses lots of minerality and precision, impressive power, a rich mid-palate (which sets it apart from other St.-Juliens), and a long
finish. It appears this beauty will be drinkable in 5-6 years, and last for 25 or more." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 93 to
95pts

55658

2012 Clos Fourtet Saint Emilion (Futures)

$70.00

N/A

N/A

"It offers an opaque dense purple color along with attractive blackberry, licorice, truffle and cassis fruit notes. It is full-bodied and dense with
an authoritative mid-palate, sweet tannin and a layered mouthfeel that builds incrementally into a stunningly long finish. Precocious and
charming already, it will drink better at an earlier age than the massive, prodigious 2009. Drink this killer St.-Emilion over the next 15+ years."
-Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 93 to 95pts

54868

2012 Chateau Rauzan Segla Margaux (Futures)

$56.75

N/A

N/A

"A mix of dark plum, blackberry and fig fruit rumbles along here, with a charcoal note cutting a broad swath. Solid, if a bit blunt in the end, as
bittersweet cocoa clamps own on the finish. Went for obvious extraction, and now we have to wait and see if this stretches out in time or
stays landlocked by the square tannins."-Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 89 to 92 pts "It boasts an inky/blue/purple color as well as gorgeous
aromas of black and blue fruits, spring flowers, and hints of background toast and forest floor. Well-integrated wood and acidity as well as
moderately ripe tannins make for a medium to full-bodied, expansive, flavorful, rich, well-delineated effort. It will need 3-5 years of bottle age
and should drink well for two decades thereafter."-Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 93 to 95pts

45189

2011 Chateau Leoville Las Cases Saint Julien (Futures)

$145.00

N/A

N/A

"One of the thrilling successes of the vintage is, not surprisingly, the 2011 Leoville Las Cases. Analytically, this ripe wine has statistical
numbers that are almost identical to their 2010. The fruit was cropped at 27 hectoliters per hectare, the wine aged in 80% new French oak,
and the final blend of 76% Cabernet Sauvignon, 12% Merlot and 12% Cabernet Franc came in at 13.4% natural alcohol. It boasts an opaque
inky/purple color along with gloriously pure aromas of creme de cassis, black raspberries, vanillin and crushed rocks. Medium to full-bodied
with abundant glycerin and ripe but noticeable tannin, this beauty is potentially one of the longest lived and finest wines of the vintage. It
should be drinkable in 5-6 years and last for 2-3 decades."-Robert Parker, The Wine Advocate, 93-95+ pts. "This has very solid guts, with
dark, almost brooding plum compote, currant paste and anise notes, followed by a hint of roasted juniper wood on the finish, which smolders
nicely. An iron hint lurks throughout as well." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 93 to 96pts

44926

2011 Chateau Rieussec Sauternes (Futures)

$28.50

N/A

N/A

"The 2011 Rieussec has a lifted, at the moment quite oaky, bouquet with scents of honey, almond and pineapple. Hopefully it will develop
more definition by the time of bottling. The palate is medium-bodied with tropical fruit and mandarin on the entry and a satisfying viscous core
of honeyed fruit. It seems a little disjointed towards the finish, although I am sure it will become more cohesive by the time of bottling. For me,
it just seems a little predictable."-Neal Martin, The Wine Advocate, 91 to 93 pts. "A very ripe, juicy, spicy style, with bold apricot, tangerine,
toasted almond and papaya notes. Shows lots of power, with the length to match. A winner in the making." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator 93 to 96pts

45186

2011 Chateau Gracia Saint Emilion (Futures)

$100.00

N/A

N/A

"I tasted this cuvee three times, and on each occasion it was totally exhilarating. Notes of white chocolate, creme de cassis, raspberry
liqueur, truffles and lead pencil shavings emerge from this stunningly proportioned 2011. With massive fruit and richness, sweet tannin and
adequate acidity, it is even more impressive than most vintages to date given the less than perfect growing conditions of 2011. Drink it over
the next two decades."-Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 94 to 96pts

55340

2012 Chateau Fleur Cardinale Saint Emilion (Futures)

$34.50

N/A

"Features a core of dark anise, fruitcake, plum sauce and raspberry, with a fleshy texture that hangs through the finish. Has guts without the
vintage’s chewy, taut feel."Reviewed by: Wine Spectator, 90 to 93 pts"This full-bodied beauty exhibits a dense opaque purple color in
addition to copious notes of creme de cassis, kirsch, licorice and incense. It should drink well for 15-20 years. This will be a sleeper of the
vintage." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 92 to 95pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated
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55206

2012 Chateau Beau Sejour Becot Saint Emilion (Futures)

REG. PRICE

SALE PRICE

DISCOUNT %

$47.50

N/A

N/A

"A spectacular wine from this nearly 50-acre vineyard situated atop St.-Emilion’s famed limestone plateau, the final blend for the 2012
Beau-Sejour Becot was 70% Merlot, 24% Cabernet Franc and 6% Cabernet Sauvignon. It achieved 14% natural alcohol and yields were 31
hectoliters per hectare. One of the stars of the vintage, it is elegant yet powerful, rich and authoritative with abundant black raspberry,
blueberry, graphite and toasty vanillin notes. Full-bodied and super rich for a 2012, it is packed with potential. The tannins are ripe as well as
abundant suggesting several years of bottle age will be required. It should turn out to be a 20 year proposition." -Robert Parker - Reviewed
by: The Wine Advocate - 92 to 95pts

55261

2012 Chateau Pape Clement Pessac Leognan (Futures)

$77.50

N/A

N/A

"The 2012 Pape Clement is one of the stars of the vintage, which is not surprising given this estate's performances over the last 10-15 years.
A blend of 51% Cabernet Sauvignon, 46% Merlot, 2% Petit Verdot and 1% Cabernet Franc, it exhibits an opaque ruby/purple color along with
a beautifully sweet, graphite-scented nose with hints of black currants, Asian plum sauce, soy and forest floor. Impressively built with medium
to full-bodied flavors, it has more layers than many wines from this vintage, an appealing density and a velvety texture." -Robert Parker Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 92 to 95pts

55336

2012 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion Pessac Leognan (Futures)

$215.00

N/A

N/A

"Lots of tobacco leaf, forest floor, underbrush and red as well as black fruit aromas jump from this aromatic, seductive, open-knit La Mission.
Medium to full-bodied, round, generous, lush and flattering to taste, even at this young age, it is built along the stylistic lines of the 2001 or
1999. Drink it over the next 15-20 years."Reviewed by: Robert Parker, The Wine Advocate - 91 to 94 pts Features pure, racy, floral cassis,
violet and bergamot notes, with a long, mineral-tinged finish. Very expressive, this represents a noticeable step up from the second wine in
this vintage. - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 92 to 95pts

55999

2012 Chateau Cos d'Estournel Saint Estephe (Futures)

$128.00

N/A

N/A

"It has a saturated purple color, a classic style, abundant tannin, slight austerity, superb concentration, huge fruit, a medium to full-bodied
mouthfeel, and a structured, muscular, well-delineated finish. This impressive, full-bodied Cos will need time to round into shape. Give it 4-5
years of cellaring and drink it over the following two decades." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 92 to 95pts

55765

2012 Domaine de Chevalier Rouge Pessac Leognan (Futures)

$47.50

N/A

N/A

"One of the stars of the vintage, it boasts a dense purple color as well as a big, sweet bouquet of red and black currants, graphite, subtle
flowers and well-integrated, toasty oak. Impressively built rich and medium to full-bodied without losing the quintessential elegance and
finesse for which this famous estate is renowned, the 2012 Domaine de Chevalier is filled with purity, equilibrium and balance. The tannins
are sweet enough that this wine should be accessible when released, and will last for 15-20 years." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine
Advocate - 92 to 95pts

56039

2012 Clos l'Eglise Pomerol (Futures)

$60.00

N/A

N/A

"The 2012 possesses a creamy texture along with a big, sweet bouquet of mulberry and black cherry fruit judiciously touched by smoky oak,
graphite and forest floor notes. Round and generously endowed with a dense plum/purple color, fragrant aromatics, a medium to full-bodied
mouthfeel, and silky tannins, it should age effortlessly for 12-15 years." Reviewed by: Robert Parker, The Wine Advocate - 91 to 94 pts
"Offers a fleshy, dark, licorice-framed core of plum paste and blackberry pâte de fruit, supported by dense grip and a long echo of fruitcake
on the finish. Recalls '09 with the intense, fleshy fruit." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 92 to 95pts

54969

2012 Chateau Lafite Rothschild Pauillac (Futures)

$495.00

N/A

N/A

"Tightly drawn, with a firm, toasty edge framing the core of plum skin, red currant and black cherry fruit. A taut mix of beet, anise and bay
chimes in on the finish, showing a touch of astringency. The ample flesh and length should fill this out in time." - Reviewed by: Wine
Spectator - 93 to 96pts

55341

2012 Chateau Canon La Gaffeliere Saint Emilion

$59.25

N/A

"Bright and pure, with mingling notes of plum pit, black cherry preserves and steeped currant fruit, all lined with red licorice and
well-integrated spice. Shows ample grip, but the tannins are well-buried. Not big, this relies more on accessibility and balance
overall."Reviewed by: Wine Spectator, 90 to 93 pts"Exotic notes of Christmas fruitcake, cedar wood, cassis, espresso roast and chocolate
soar from the glass of this sensual, impressively well-endowed 2012. Full-bodied with silky tannin and well-integrated wood, this beauty is a
tribute to the impeccable viticulture and fermentation techniques of Neipperg and his head consultant, Stephane Derenoncourt. This wine will
be drinkable upon release and should evolve for 15 years." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 92 to 94pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated
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56029

2012 Vieux Chateau Certan Pomerol (Futures)

REG. PRICE

SALE PRICE

DISCOUNT %

$140.00

N/A

N/A

"Deep mulberry, plum and black cherry fruit notes intermixed with touches of graphite and subtle smoke lead to a medium-bodied wine with
beautiful intensity, well-integrated oak, a velvety opulence and a long, impressively pure finish. A strong effort, it should drink well for 15 or
more years." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 92 to 94pts

55771

2012 Chateau Clinet Pomerol (Futures)

$68.50

N/A

N/A

"Clinet is another star of the vintage. A powerful, full-bodied, muscular Pomerol, it reveals a dense purple color in addition to lots of opulence,
a layered, full-bodied richness (somewhat atypical for the vintage), beautiful density and plenty of mocha, black cherry, truffle and graphite
notes." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 92 to 94pts

55136

2012 Chateau Palmer Margaux (Futures)

$240.00

N/A

N/A

"Offers notes of smoke, roasted herb and cassis bush, with solid plum fruit. Shows grace on the palate, delivering dark, silky fruit and
caressing tannins lined with an iron edge."Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 90 to 93 pts"The 2012 Palmer's inky/purple color is more saturated
than most Margaux's, and it offers complex notes of blackberries, cassis, licorice, truffle and spring flowers. The wine is dense, rich and
full-bodied with a muscular appeal, but the tannins, as high as they are, are sweet and well-integrated. None of the new oak used during the
wine-s upbringing is noticeable. Interestingly, this wine showed no evidence of dilution from the October 7-9 rainfall. I suspect it will require
3-4 years of cellaring, and should last for two decades." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 92 to 95pts

55657

2012 Chateau Smith Haut Lafitte Pessac Leognan (Futures)

$62.00

N/A

N/A

"A brilliant success again, this blend of 55% Cabernet Sauvignon, 40% Merlot, 4% Cabernet Franc and 1% Petit Verdot is a medium-bodied,
impressively concentrated wine with copious quantities of red and black fruits. Licorice, roasted herbs and a touch of background oak are
present in this slightly precocious wine, which should be accessible when released. It has the depth to evolve for 20 or more years. Talk
about a severe selection – only 41% made it into the grand vin!" -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 92 to 94pts

55772

2012 Chateau Montrose Saint Estephe (Futures)

$87.00

N/A

N/A

"The inky/purple-colored 2012 offers up scents of white chocolate, creme de cassis, acacia flowers, crushed rocks and forest floor. This
dense, full-bodied wine is still somewhat monolithic, but it is loaded with concentration and power as well as a long finish. While not totally
formed, all the component parts are present." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 92 to 94pts

55767

2012 Chateau Clos de Sarpe Saint Emilion (Futures)

$54.00

N/A

N/A

" It possesses supple tannins (unusual for this property) as well as a super opaque purple color, and an unctuousness and thickness that are
normal for Clos de Sarpe (I have often accused this estate of making wines for those with 19th century tastes). It is undeniably rich and
massively extracted, but not the least bit bitter or astringent. The tannins are surprisingly civilized and supple by the standards of Monsieur
Beyney. This is a unique, original style of St.-Emilion that may not be for everybody, but it is of very high quality as well as exceptionally
long-lived. It should last for 20-25 years." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 92 to 94pts

44792

2011 Chateau l'Eglise Clinet Pomerol (Futures)

$145.00

N/A

N/A

"This is a step ahead of the pack, with concentration but gentle texture to the plum, cassis and linzer torte flavors, which are inlaid with black
tea and singed fennel seed notes. Long and graceful through the finish, with latent depth." -Wine Spectator, 91 to 94 pts. "Another brilliant
wine from proprietor Denis Durantou, the powerhouse 2011 l’Eglise Clinet is one of the most densely packed and stacked wines of
Pomerol. Inky ruby/purple-colored with a classic bouquet of black currants, black cherries, creme caramel and vanillin, it reveals great fruit on
the attack and mid-palate, medium to full body, lavish extraction, no bitterness, sweet, well-integrated tannins, and enough acidity for
vibrancy and definition. It should be drinkable in 3-5 years and last for two decades or more." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine
Advocate - 92 to 95pts

45193

2011 Chateau Ducru Beaucaillou Saint Julien (Futures)

$108.00

N/A

"One of the vintage’s stars, the 2011 Ducru Beaucaillou is a riveting blend of 90% Cabernet Sauvignon and 10% Merlot. It boasts an
inky/blue/purple color as well as an extraordinary nose of creme de cassis, licorice, subtle wood smoke and spring flowers, a surprising,
full-bodied mouthfeel, and stunning intensity, purity, symmetry and length. Production at this estate used to be 12,000-15,000 cases, but after
instituting a strict selection in addition to the smallest yields ever at this vineyard, it is down to 9,000 cases. The 2011 has considerable
tannin, but it is soft and well-integrated. It should drink well for 20+ years. Readers should also be aware of just how sensational the second
wine can be."-Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 93 to 95pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated
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55113

2012 Chateau Margaux (Futures)

REG. PRICE

SALE PRICE

DISCOUNT %

$400.00

N/A

N/A

"This quintessentially finesse-styled Margaux exhibits notes of pure black currants, spring flowers, graphite and forest floor. With supple
tannins and medium body, this pretty, stylish effort reminds me of the 2001 or perhaps a modern day, improved version of their 1979. The
lovely 2012 should be drinkable in 4-5 years and last for two decades."Reviewed by: Robert Parker, The Wine Advocate - 92 to 94 pts
"Shows a tight nose, but manages to convey pure, fresh notes of red fruit and violet. Almost sleek, with fine-grained tannins carrying the red
currant paste and iron accents. The plum skin-tinged finish sings, displaying remarkable integration already. A very impressive showing
today." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 93 to 96pts

54974

2012 Chateau Duhart Milon Pauillac (Futures)

$80.00

N/A

N/A

"The savory tobacco and cassis notes race along, with a charcoal frame. A backdrop of kirsch fill this out, displaying a peppery hint on the
lightly dusty finish." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 91 to 94pts

55346

2012 Chateau Pontet Canet Pauillac (Futures)

$92.50

N/A

N/A

"A softer, less powerful and less prodigiously endowed Pontet Canet, the 2012 exhibits notes of creme de cassis and new barrique vanillin
followed by a medium-bodied, elegant wine with sweeter tannin (and less of it) than is found in the great vintages that immediately precede it.
The 2012 is certainly outstanding and, in fact, many readers may prefer it to the blockbuster, out-of-this-world, over-sized 2010, 2009 and
2008. Medium-bodied, pure and expressive, this classic Pauillac should only require 5-6 years of cellaring. It should drink well for two
decades thereafter." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 91 to 94pts

55769

2012 Chateau Pichon Longueville au Baron Pauillac (Futures)

$100.00

N/A

N/A

"Features a bright, lively, leafy edge, with cassis bush and tobacco framing the slightly tangy core of red currant and black cherry, showing a
solid note of iron. Cuts a distinctive profile, displaying sappy intensity through the finish." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 91 to 94pts

55052

2012 Chateau Clerc Milon Pauillac (Futures)

$49.00

N/A

N/A

"Juicy and round in feel, with a core of fleshy plum and blackberry fruit. A light briary edge frames the core, revealing enticing savory and
chalk notes on the finish. Shows a touch more range and floral lift in the end than the d'Armailhac." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 91 to
94pts

54973

2012 Carruades de Lafite Pauillac (Futures)

$146.00

N/A

N/A

"Offers a smoky, fleshy feel, with dark plum, charcoal and coffee notes. Features nice grip on the finish, revealing a lingering plum skin feel."
- Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 91 to 94pts

44777

2011 Chateau Smith Haut Lafitte Pessac Leognan (Futures)

$63.00

N/A

N/A

"An impressive effort, this 2011 exhibits a dense saturated ruby/purple color along with lots of graphite, black currant and camphor notes,
medium to full body, and surprising depth, richness and length. Tannins are present, but they are relatively sweet and unobtrusive. A crisp
character gives the wine vibrancy as well as impressive delineation. It should drink well for 15+ years." -Robert Parker, The Wine Advocate,
91 to 93 pts. "Offers pure, driven plum, cassis and black cherry notes inlaid with graphite and roasted wood spice. Dense without being
overextracted. Very sleek. Rock-solid." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 92 to 95pts

55204

2012 Clos les Lunelles Castillon Cotes de Bordeaux (Futures)

$23.25

N/A

N/A

"The 2012 boasts a dense purple color along with a gorgeous bouquet of camphor, black raspberries, kirsch, licorice and graphite. On the
palate, some of the crushed chalk from the limestone soils makes an appearance. This gorgeously proportioned, full-bodied Cotes de
Castillon is one of the two or three finest wines of the appellation as well as an outstanding sleeper of the vintage. It should drink well for 10+
years." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 91 to 93pts

55260

2012 Chateau La Confession Saint Emilion (Futures)

$30.75

N/A

N/A

"The dense purple-hued 2012 offers up notes of blueberries, lavender, incense, chocolate and toasty oak. The lovely aromatics are followed
by deep, plush, medium to full-bodied, opulent, concentrated fruit flavors. Enjoy this beauty over the next 10-12 years." -Robert Parker Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 91 to 93pts

56032

2012 Chateau Saint Pierre Saint Julien (Futures)

$48.50

N/A

"A blockbuster effort for the vintage, the 2012 Saint-Pierre exhibits a dense purple color along with a big, sweet nose of blackberries, coffee,
forest floor and camphor. This is a seriously endowed, surprisingly full-bodied effort that is atypically rich and textured for the vintage. Kudos
to Saint-Pierre, one of the smallest but finest and most consistent of the St.-Julien chateaux. Give it 3-4 years of cellaring and drink it over the
following 15+ years." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 91 to 93pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated
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55263

2012 Chateau Fonplegade Saint Emilion (Futures)

REG. PRICE

SALE PRICE

DISCOUNT %

$34.00

N/A

N/A

"The 2012 Fonplegade, a major success for the vintage, possesses a dense purple color along with sweet blueberry, black raspberry and
crushed chalk-like notes intermixed with a hint of spring flowers. Sweet tannins, a medium to full-bodied mouthfeel, and excellent fruit,
texture, opulence and richness suggest it will drink well for 12-15 years." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 91 to 93pts

55259

2012 Chateau Sansonnet Saint Emilion (Futures)

$29.25

N/A

N/A

"It reveals a dense blue/purple color along with a stunning nose of blueberries, spring flowers, graphite and a touch of toast. Deep,
full-bodied, round and rich, it is not far off the quality of the brilliant 2010 and promising 2009. Kudos to new proprietor Christophe Lefevere
for resurrecting this once moribund estate. Drink the 2012 over the next 15 years." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 91 to
93pts

55728

2012 Chateau Pichon Longueville Comtesse de Lalande Pauillac (Futures)$89.00

N/A

N/A

"scents of black currants, white chocolate, berries, cedar and forest floor. Sweet tannin, a round opulence and medium body result in a
classic, supple-textured Pauillac that should drink well young and keep for 12-15 years. It is very much in keeping with what most readers
would consider the “house style” of Pichon Lalande, despite the fact that they are moving toward more Cabernet Sauvignon and less
Petit Verdot in the final blend." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 91 to 93pts

44774

2011 Chateau Clos de Sarpe Saint Emilion (Futures)

$51.75

N/A

N/A

"A very ripe, vivid style, with warm linzer torte, cherry confiture and blackberry jam flavors laced with ample toast and roasted wood spice
notes. This has heft, but also enough polish through the finish, thanks to well-embedded acidity." -Wine Spectator, 89 to 92 pts. "The 2011
Clos de Sarpe represents a return to form after a somewhat underachieving 2009. This small 12+ acre vineyard had remarkably low yields of
16 hectoliters per hectare, and the final blend from the proprietor, Monsieur Beyney, was 85% Merlot and 15% Cabernet Franc. Along with La
Fleur Morange, this is one of the most powerful wines of the vintage (15% natural alcohol). While most top vintages of Clos de Sarpe reveal
excruciatingly high levels of tannin, the 2011’s tannin levels are very manageable and the tannin is remarkably sweet and well-integrated,
giving this wine more charm and appeal at an early age than one normally sees. Nevertheless, it is a powerful, opaque purple-colored wine
displaying notes of incense, blueberry and blackberry liqueur and spring flowers. Concentrated, full-bodied and multidimensional with lots of
intensity as well as the aforementioned sweet tannins, it should drink well for at least two decades."-Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine
Advocate - 92 to 94pts

44783

2011 Chateau Croix de Labrie Saint Emilion (Futures)

$48.00

N/A

N/A

"Always among the sexiest, most opulent and flamboyant wines of the vintage, Croix de Labrie’s 2011 offers stunningly ripe Merlot fruit in
its luxurious, easily understood, irresistible personality. Lots of ripe fruit as well as a disarming style make for a wine to drink during its first
decade of life. It’s a winner!" -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 92 to 94pts

56038

2012 Chateau La Dominique Saint Emilion (Futures)

$34.00

N/A

N/A

"The 2012 La Dominique is a hedonistic, medium to full-bodied effort with lots of black olive, black raspberry, licorice and kirsch
characteristics. It is a well-endowed, fleshy, succulently textured wine exhibiting outstanding ripeness, no dilution and sweet tannin. Consume
it over the next 10-15 years." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 90 to 93pts

55342

2012 Clos de l'Oratoire Saint Emilion (Futures)

$31.75

N/A

N/A

"Features a bright feel, with bergamot, raspberry and cherry pit notes. Slightly sinewy through the finish, but hints at fine length and good fruit
in reserve."Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 88 to 91 pts"Copious aromas of Christmas fruitcake, cedar wood, underbrush, incense, black
currants and black cherries emerge from this sexy, medium-bodied, lush, fruit-forward St.-Emilion. It should be enormously appealing to
consumers over the next 10-12 years." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 90 to 93pts

55051

2012 Chateau d'Armailhac Pauillac (Futures)

$40.00

N/A

N/A

"Features a solid core of anise and plum, with a briary frame and light tobacco shading that should emerge with time. Shows good substance
and weight." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 90 to 93pts

55774

2012 Chateau Rouget Pomerol (Futures)

$37.75

N/A

"The 2012 boasts a deep blue/purple color along with a big, sweet nose of kirsch liqueur, lavender, balsam wood, truffles and lead pencil
shavings. The complex aromatics are followed by a full-bodied, opulently-textured, fleshy wine that has more in common with a 2009 than
most 2012s tend to possess. This outstanding sleeper of the vintage should drink well for 10-15 years." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The
Wine Advocate - 90 to 93pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated
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55203

2012 Pavillon Rouge du Chateau Margaux Margaux (Futures)

REG. PRICE

SALE PRICE

DISCOUNT %

$117.50

N/A

N/A

"Delivers black tea and singed vanilla aromas, with supple red currant and iron notes. A pleasant backdrop of cedar comes into focus on the
sinewy finish." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 90 to 93pts

55337

2012 Le Clarence de Haut Brion Pessac Leognan (Futures)

$83.00

N/A

N/A

"Haut-Brion’s second wine, the 2012 Le Clarence de Haut-Brion, is a delicious, seductive, fruity, lighter-styled effort exhibiting plenty of
crushed rock, floral and mineral notes intermixed with red and black currants, camphor and forest floor. This pretty, medium-bodied wine can
be drunk upon release or cellared for a decade."Reviewed by: Robert Parker, The Wine Advocate - 88 to 90 pts"Offers plum, mixed berry
and singed vanilla notes against a backdrop of anise and tar. Displays a sinewy edge on the finish, but the stuffing is there for development."
- Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 90 to 93pts

54876

2012 Chateau Haut Bergey Pessac Leognan (Futures)

$21.00

N/A

N/A

"Another brilliant effort from proprietress Helene Garcin, the opaque ruby/purple-colored, medium-bodied 2012 Haut-Bergey reveals lots of
smoky barbecue, forest floor, black currant and damp earth notes in a surprisingly dense, concentrated, positive, complete style. An
outstanding mid-palate and length make for an impressive showing."-Reviewed by: Robert Parker, The Wine Advocate - 90 to 93 pts "Showy
style, with lots of ganache and dark toast leading the way, backed by ample plum sauce, fig paste and currant confiture notes. Long,
charcoal-framed finish has plenty of heft. Not shy in style, this has density and drive." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 90 to 93pts

55343

2012 Clos Marsalette Pessac Leognan (Futures)

$21.00

N/A

N/A

"The 2012 reveals plenty of Christmas fruitcake notes intermixed with a hint of roasted herbs, sweet, jammy black currant and black cherry
fruit, and a touch of background oak in an exuberant, quasi-opulent style with outstanding intensity, richness and blossoming complexity. It is
an impressive example of a Pessac-Leognan, one of the stronger appellation in the 2012 vintage."Reviewed by: Robert Parker, The Wine
Advocate - 90 to 92 pts"A bright tobacco leaf and savory note up front is followed by sleek black cherry, plum and blackberry fruit that has
melded nicely. Long, alder-tinged finish has lovely minerality. Distinctive." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 90 to 93pts

44784

2011 Chateau Montrose Saint Estephe (Futures)

$104.00

N/A

N/A

"A strong effort, the 2011 Montrose exhibits a dense ruby/purple color in addition to abundant black currant and boysenberry fruit notes
intermixed with white chocolate, damp earth, truffle and camphor. Medium to full-bodied with sweet tannin and impressive concentration, this
blend of 62% Cabernet Sauvignon, 22% Merlot, 12% Cabernet Franc and 4% Petit Verdot hit nearly 13% natural alcohol (relatively high in
Bordeaux, but lower than the 13.2% in 2009 and 13.8% in 2010). The 2011 should drink well for 15 or more years." -Robert Parker, The Wine
Advocate, 91 to 93 pts. "This has aromatic range and depth of fruit, offering enticing dark currant, plum and blackberry notes that show lots of
savory herb and racy chalk notes, with a long, gravelly finish. A terrific effort in one of the more heterogeneous appellations of the vintage." Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 91 to 94pts

54872

2012 Chateau Barde Haut Saint Emilion (Futures)

$26.25

N/A

N/A

"The 2012 offers up a beautifully fragrant nose of mocha, coffee beans, black cherries, black currants, spring flowers and forest floor. The
complex aromatics are followed by a medium to full-bodied St.-Emilion with beautiful density and purity as well as a touch of toasty oak.
Barde-Haut has been an over-achiever since the Garcin-Leveque family acquired it. Bravo!"Reviewed by: Robert Parker, The Wine Advocate
- 90 to 93 pts "This has a bold, spicy lead, with flashes of anise, cocoa and cinnamon giving way to lightly mulled cherry, raspberry and plum
fruit. Delivers a velvety feel on the finish, showing good cut." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 90 to 93pts

44781

2011 Chateau Troplong Mondot Saint Emilion (Futures)

$83.25

N/A

N/A

"The wine boasts a dense blue/purple color as well as aromas of black raspberries, blackberries, acacia flowers, espresso, toasty oak, and a
sweet, mossy, foresty character that ranges from an autumnal, vegetative smell to minerality. Opulent, dense and strikingly rich and extracted
with moderately high tannins, this is one of the bigger, richer wines of the vintage. Give it 4-5 years of cellaring and drink it over the following
20-25." -Robert Parker, The Wine Advocate, 91 to 93+ pts. "A gorgeous red, offering ganache and fig notes melded nicely together, with
ample heft, but good freshness, with a long, dark, richly layered finish. This goes for power—and pulls it off." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator
- 91 to 94pts

55345

2012 Chateau Les Cruzelles Lalande de Pomerol (Futures)

$21.50

N/A

"A high-toned style, with pure violet, red currant and pomegranate notes, featuring a sleek, iron-tinged finish. Fresh and focused."Reviewed
by: Wine Spectator, 89 to 92 pts"Aromas of chocolate, melted caramel, toffee and black cherry jam emerge from this sexy, full-bodied, lush
wine. Consume it over the next 7-8 years." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 90 to 92pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated
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55993

2012 Chateau Latour Martillac Blanc Pessac Leognan (Futures)

REG. PRICE

SALE PRICE

DISCOUNT %

$30.50

N/A

N/A

"Orange marmalade, mango, tropical fruit and subtle hints of creme brulee and toasty oak appear in this medium to full-bodied, dry white.
Drink it over the next decade." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 90 to 92pts

55706

2012 Chateau Faugeres Saint Emilion (Futures)

$29.50

N/A

N/A

"The basic cuvee of 2012 Faugeres is a stunner as well. Made primarily from Merlot blended with some Cabernet Franc, it exhibits plenty of
black currant, black cherry, charcoal, graphite and fudge-like notes in addition to a medium to full-bodied, lush, round, generously styled
personality. Drink it over the next 7-8 years." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 90 to 92pts

55205

2012 Chateau Talbot Saint Julien (Futures)

$42.25

N/A

N/A

"A strong effort from Talbot, this sexy, medium to full-bodied, richly fruity 2012 exhibits lots of creme de cassis, licorice, roasted herb and
spice box characteristics in an evolved yet elegant, round, lush style that was surprisingly seductive and disarming. This offering stood out as
one of the stars of St.-Julien. Drink it over the next 12-15 years." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 90 to 92pts

55729

2012 Chateau La Pointe Pomerol (Futures)

$31.25

N/A

N/A

"A sleeper of the vintage, it exhibits a healthy dark ruby/purple color and the bouquet offers lots of mocha, raspberry, black cherry, incense,
lavender and background oak aromas. Medium to full-bodied, plump, rich, dense, pure and well-balanced, it can be drunk over the next
10-12+ years." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 90 to 92pts

54978

2012 Chateau Doisy Vedrines Barsac (Futures)

$16.75

N/A

N/A

"Friendly, with apricot, peach and papaya notes and a nice singed almond edge on the finish." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 89 to 92pts

55338

2012 Chapelle de la Mission Haut Brion (Futures)

$52.25

N/A

N/A

"Features a bright savory note, offering violet, plum and crushed cherry fruit. Presents a lightly stony finish, with the savory edge taking an
encore. Shows the herbal side of Cabernet in this vintage." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 89 to 92pts

55207

2012 Chateau Labegorce Margaux (Futures)

$26.00

N/A

N/A

"A major sleeper of the vintage, the 2012 is a Labegorce that finally reflects the investments and change of staff and ownership that had held
so much promise. A dense ruby/purple hue is followed by abundant notes of black currants, blackberries, licorice, a foresty/underbrush
character and a hint of smoke. It also possesses a medium-bodied, silky texture. Drink it over the next 10-12 years."Reviewed by: Robert
Parker, The Wine Advocate - 88 to 90 pts"Vibrant, with a racy, well-stitched core of damson plum, raspberry and blackberry fruit supported by
fruitcake and graphite notes. Displays range and energy. Solid." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 89 to 92pts

44775

2011 Chateau Saint Pierre Saint Julien (Futures)

$49.50

N/A

N/A

"This 2011 boasts a dense ruby/purple color as well as copious notes of creme de cassis, incense, lead pencil shavings and perhaps a hint of
truffles. Medium to full-bodied with surprising density, impressive purity, decent acidity and serious length, this St.-Julien should easily last for
two decades or more." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 90 to 93pts

55344

2012 Chateau d'Aiguilhe Castillon Cotes de Bordeaux (Futures)

$20.25

N/A

N/A

"Full-bodied with beautiful black currant, licorice, lead pencil shavings and forest floor characteristics with a touch of smoky oak in the
background, this opulent, round, complete wine should drink well for 7-8 years." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 89 to
91pts

50299

2012 Chateau Montlabert Saint Emilion (Futures)

$17.50

N/A

N/A

"The 2012 boasts an inky/blue/purple color as well as a stunning perfume of spring flowers, blueberries and black raspberries, a medium to
full-bodied mouthfeel, and surprising density and richness. The final blend was 80% Merlot and 20% Cabernet Franc from a vineyard planted
in clay and sandy soils at the bottom of the hillsides surrounding St.-Emilion. This long, rich, potential sleeper of the vintage should drink well
for a decade." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 88 to 91pts

44791

2011 Chateau Giscours Margaux (Futures)

$41.25

N/A

"The powerful, concentrated 2011 Giscours is not terribly dissimilar from their 2005. Composed of two-thirds Cabernet Sauvignon and
one-third Merlot, it exhibits a deep ruby/purple color along with scents of charcoal, underbrush, forest floor, licorice, black currants and a hint
of wood smoke. This rich, medium to full-bodied, dense effort should be consumed over the next 10-15 years." -Robert Parker, The Wine
Advocate, 88 to 90 pts. "This has nice ripeness, with cassis and blackberry paste flavors allied to sweet tobacco and roasted spice. Has a
plump, weighty feel, but good focus, too." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 89 to 92pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated
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55264

2012 Chateau Cap de Faugeres Castillon Cotes de Bordeaux (Futures)

$13.75

SALE PRICE

DISCOUNT %

N/A

N/A

"Its dense purple color is followed by notes of blueberries, charcoal, camphor, incense and toasty oak. Rich, medium to full-bodied, pure and
well-balanced, it should drink well for 7-8 years." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 88 to 90pts

55202

2012 Chateau Reynon (Futures)

$12.75

N/A

N/A

"Pure, showing a supple texture, featuring damson plum, black cherry and tobacco leaf notes that hang elegantly through the finish. Very
fresh, with buried acidity." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 88 to 91pts

55992

2012 Chateau Latour Martillac Rouge Pessac Leognan (Futures)

$27.00

N/A

N/A

A touch of unsmoked, high class cigar tobacco, black currants and graphite characteristics are followed by a soft, ripe, dark
ruby/purple-tinged, medium-bodied, well-made wine displaying nicely integrated oak, acidity and tannin. Drink it over the next 12-15 years."
-Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 88 to 90pts

55262

2012 Chateau Feret Lambert Bordeaux Superieur (Futures)

$11.50

N/A

N/A

"Displays good depth and weight, with plush plum and cassis notes, featuring ample toast that should integrate well with time." - Reviewed
by: Wine Spectator - 87 to 90pts

55133

2012 Chateau Meyney Saint Estephe (Futures)

$28.75

N/A

N/A

"Sleek, with a chalk frame holding the damson plum and black cherry fruit together. The finish shows good cut despite the lightly dusty feel." Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 87 to 90pts

44780

2011 Aile d'Argent Blanc Pauillac (Futures)

$72.00

N/A

N/A

69881

2013 Chateau Rieussec Sauternes (Futures)

$36.75

N/A

N/A

69879

2013 l'Extravagant de Doisy Daene Sauternes (Futures)

$230.00

N/A

N/A

69759

2013 Chateau Guiraud Sauternes (Futures)

$25.50

N/A

N/A

69760

2013 Chateau Lafaurie Peyraguey Sauternes (Futures)

$30.00

N/A

N/A

69878

2013 Chateau Doisy Daene Sauternes (Futures)

$25.25

N/A

N/A

55708

2012 Chateau Malartic Lagraviere Rouge Pessac Leognan (Futures)

$35.00

N/A

N/A

69884

2013 Carruades de Lafite Pauillac (Futures)

$145.00

N/A

N/A

69883

2013 Chateau Duhart Milon Pauillac (Futures)

$75.00

N/A

N/A

69880

2013 Chateau Climens Barsac (Futures)

$34.75

N/A

N/A

69885

2013 Carmes de Rieussec Sauternes (Futures)

$14.50

N/A

N/A

69882

2013 Chateau Lafite Rothschild Pauillac (Futures)

$460.00

N/A

N/A

55463

2012 Chateau Vrai Canon Bouche

$17.50

N/A

N/A

"A dense purple color is followed by a sweet nose of raspberries, blueberries, spring flowers and crushed chalk. This intense, medium to
full-bodied 2012 is a superb wine that over-performs once again. It should age effortlessly for 10+ years." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The
Wine Advocate - 90 to 92pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated

